Data caching is a key paradigm for improving the performance of web services in terms of both end-user latency and database load. Such caching is becoming an essential component of any application or service designed for the cloud platform. In order to allow hosted applications to benefit from caching capabilities while avoiding dependence on explicit implementations and idiosyncrasies of internal caches, the caching services should be offered by a cloud provider as an integral part of its platform-as-a-service portfolio. We highlight various challenges associated with supporting cloud-based caching services, such as identifying the appropriate metering and service models, performance management, and resource sharing across cloud tenants. We also describe how these challenges were addressed by our prototype implementation, which is called Simple Cache for Cloud (SC2). We demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques by experimentally evaluating our prototype on a synthetic multitenant workload.
Introduction
Modern websites tend to be dynamic and rich in content, often providing news updates, personalized information, and other data that are invariably stored in databases. When a website becomes popular, the database may be unable to sustain the resulting load, and high response latency for users and other performance challenges ensue. Reducing the end-to-end latency to one's website not only improves customer satisfaction but may also significantly affect one's business. Google, for instance, reported that an extra 0.5 seconds to generate search results lowered traffic rates by 20%, and Amazon found that every 100 ms of latency reduced sales by 1% [1] . Thus, the database emerges as a scalability bottleneck.
Database queries issued on a typical website frequently request the same unmodified information or computation, such as the news stories, content boxes, and template needed to render the front page. This redundancy inspired the development of memory data caches in which web servers first check if the result of a query already resides in the memory cache; otherwise, the query is sent to the database, and the result is cached. The common case when generating web content now becomes quick memory access rather than the orders-of-magnitude slower disk access and computational overhead on the database. Memory data caches dramatically improve user-experienced latency and reduce the load on the database.
While similar approaches such as query result caches have historically been an integral part of database services, including IBM DB2*, MySQL**, and Oracle [2, 3] , memory data caches have recently become key stand-alone components that reside on a separate cluster in the data center. This decoupling reduces overhead associated with the database and allows administrators to scale out the service simply by adding more servers. For example, memcached is a popular in-memory key-value store partitioned across a collection of servers according to the hash of the key [4] . Clients track the map of hash ranges to servers as servers are Boblivious[ to one another; that is, the servers do not have information on one another. Sites such as Facebook**, LiveJournal**, YouTube**, and Wikipedia** experience extremely high web request rates and rely on distributed memory data caching services to reduce end-to-end latency for clients and the burden on the database [4] . In 2008, Facebook was reported to use more than 800 specially optimized memcached servers with a total of 28 TB of memory to serve more than 200,000 requests per second per server [5] . While this example is extreme, memcached is also a popular service among smaller websites [6] .
The cloud continues to attract new customers, particularly due to the appealing lure of scalability and pay-per-use billing model, which together allows the customer's website to seamlessly grow without expensive investment in infrastructure. Businesses using low-level cloud infrastructure as a service (such as Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2**) [7] ) or a higher level cloud platform as a service (such as Google's App Engine [8] ) still need memory caches to reduce latency for their clients and for performance reasons, to such a great extent that Amazon explicitly lists caching as a primary application of its high-memory virtual machines [7] , and Google offers a shared memcached service [9] . Whereas caches in other domains are typically of a fixed size, such as hardware caches or web caches, the scalable resource model of the cloud gives rise to the challenge of determining the ideal cache size for the cloud customer to obtain maximum benefit (reduced end-to-end latency and database load) at the lowest cost for resource use.
Multitenant cache
We argue that a shared memory cache service is advisable for cloud providers and customers alike. Many cloud providers [8] do not expose the memory infrastructure to their customers, which would allow those customers to manage their own memory data cache service independently. By offering a shared cache service to cloud tenants, these providers may improve service quality for their customers and may be able to charge a premium price for such a service. Since cache resources (specifically RAM) are limited and because tenants' workloads tend to be heterogeneous (e.g., due to diurnal variations), a cost-effective strategy for the cloud provider involves dynamic partitioning of cache space among tenants according to the desired service quality.
Even in an infrastructure-as-a-service offering such as EC2, customers may prefer a shared cache service to managing their own cache service on a cluster of virtual machines (VMs). First, when adjusting the total memory size used by the cache, the increments (and decrements) directly relate to the memory provided by the smallest VM offered by the cloud provider, which means that provisioning happens typically only at the coarse granularity of more than 1 GB. Second, the amount of space should vary depending on the workload. For example, a stand-alone cache should be provisioned for peak use. This involves online profiling of resource use over time, which is not supported by current cache services [4, 9] . Third, the automatic allocation or release of resources in response to demand (elasticity) in a distributed setting is lacking in current services [4, 9] . Reconfiguration of a memcached cluster is a manual process. In contrast, a shared service can partition space dynamically to give space to those customers who want it and most need it. It can provide elastic resource allocation for tenants and at a much finer granularity than that achieved by using a set of VMs. In addition, it can provide a profile of the customer's cache use to aid with provisioning.
However, a shared memory cache service is associated with a host of challenges. In particular, a simple implementation of a multitenant cache may provide unacceptable service levels for two reasons. On the one hand, heavy contention can cause each tenant to receive an insufficient share of the cache space to store its data, resulting in fewer cache hits and thus higher latency for the tenant's users. On the other hand, a shared memory cache with Btenant-oblivious[ policies (such as evicting the least frequently used (LFU) or least recently used (LRU) entries) favors allocating space to the tenants with higher request rates, thus degrading the service quality in terms of cache hits for the lower rate customers. In the extreme case, the request rate associated with the large online book retail store may simply dwarf the modest yet cacheable workload of a small startup company.
Contributions
These challenges provoke a set of questions. First, what kind of service quality guarantees should be provided by a shared data cache? Second, how can they be enforced by the cloud provider and verified by the customers? Finally, what kind of service and billing model is appropriate for a cloud cache service, given the special properties of a cache compared to, for example, a storage or web server? In answering these questions, we remember that a cloud cache implementation also needs to be simple, efficient, scalable, and robust with respect to failures.
In this paper, we present a new cloud-based caching service called Simple Cache for Cloud (SC2), which addresses these challenges. We introduce a service and billing model that takes into consideration the tradeoff between the customer benefit and the cost to the provider. The cloud tenant primarily benefits from a cache due to cache hits because they reduce the end-to-end latency for website users, yet cache hits cannot be directly expressed in terms of the primitive resources the provider charges for, which include physical memory, central processing unit (CPU), and network bandwidth. To reconcile the discrepancy between the goals of the customer and the provider, we propose a service model that allows the user to maximize the benefit of cache resources with varying degree of control and automation, whereas the provider charges for physical memory space, as well as network bandwidth and the number of cache requests.
In the simplest case, the user directly controls the allocated cache space and is able to monitor the utility that it gives in terms of cache hits. A more automated alternative involves a quality of service (QoS) guarantee by the provider, in which users are allocated sufficient cache space (up to a limit) to attain a minimum cache hit rate or other guarantees. In this case, a customer with a cacheable workload will require less cache space, whereas a noncacheable workload may reach the upper limit that the customer is willing to pay for.
Both of these approaches simultaneously exploit the ability to efficiently profile cache use at different cache sizes. An implicit assumption here is that the recent cache utilization is indicative of requests made in the near future. This profile, in turn, allows us to predict not just how much benefit (in terms of cache hit rate) the user obtains with her current cache allocation but also what the benefit would be had the cache space been smaller or larger. Such knowledge gives cloud customers visibility into the cost and benefit of adjusting their cache size and allows them to adjust the space use to their needs.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
We devise a new service model for a cloud caching service in which customers can express their service requirements over time, such as their desired QoS explicit occupancy bounds, or both. By viewing memory cache as a cloud utility, we propose a readily understood billing scheme, allowing the users to dynamically gauge the costs and benefits of their current space usage, and adjust the expenditures accordingly.
We detail the design of SC2, a multitenant distributed cloud caching service. SC2 optimizes the global use of cache resources while simultaneously guaranteeing minimum service quality for all users according to their stated requirements. SC2 also meters cache utilization and exposes this information to customers, as well as their estimated benefit from additional cache space. We evaluate an efficient prototype implementation of SC2 on carefully crafted synthetic memory cache workloads.
First, we discuss these points and then provide some concluding remarks.
Billing and service models
The primary resources involved in caching are the memory space for storing cached data, the network bandwidth for transferring data into and out of the cache, and the CPU/network card capacity for handling requests. We charge for all of these resources in our SC2 billing model, but what most distinguishes cache from other cloud services is explicit provisioning of physical memory. Specifically, we charge customers for the cache memory space they use per time unit independently of the benefit they receive from it.
We believe that this model is simple and readily understandable to customers and platform providers alike and that it allows customers a measure of isolation and control of their cost and performance. The approach is also compatible with existing popular cloud application platforms such as Amazon Web Services [7] and Google App Engine [8] , which typically present customers with a billing model that charges for use of the underlying hardware resources. We next relate the space use to the benefit received and then provide a service model for the customer that builds on the basic billing scheme.
Measuring space utility
The fundamental tool that we will use to capture the tension between the cost and benefit is the space utility model, which expresses the fraction of hits HR t ðxÞ for a given tenant t and workload over a specific period of time as a function of the cache size x dedicated to the tenant [see Figure 1 (a)]. Given such a space utility model, each customer may decide what performance level he or she wishes to pay for. For example, most of the benefit afforded by a cache may be achieved at a particular cache size, beyond which there are diminishing returns where cost does not justify the benefits.
SC2 monitors the tenants' workloads, and it continuously computes the space utility model for each tenant based on its current workload. The monitoring mechanism requires no additional actions or effort on the part of customers, and the model is always up to date with the attributes of the current workload. A notable aspect of this mechanism is that it is capable of accurately predicting performance for a range of cache sizes, including numbers above the amount of space currently reserved for the tenant. We discuss the mechanism for accomplishing this as part of the SC2 implementation.
Service model
As a basic service model, SC2 provides customers with a tool to directly monitor the space utility model to assist them with reserving the appropriate amount of cache space. Specifically, they can manually adjust their resource consumption according to their available budget and the desired benefits. By default, customers are allocated a fixed amount of cache space that they specify. However, if, for example, nights and weekends are slower for business, then the cache may contain fewer recently used (Bhot[) items during those periods and less space may be required.
Although the basic model allows cache costs to be readily understood and adjusted, manually manipulating one's cache space is laborious. SC2 provides a more automated framework to manipulate cache space allocation that makes use of the space utility model to provide a variety of QoS guarantees. In addition to explicit occupancy bounds, our system currently supports the following service goals.
Minimum target hit rate
Customers are allowed to set hit rate goals and couple them with maximum space bounds. Formally, minimum cache space x is allocated to tenant t such that HR t ðxÞ ! h t subject to l t x u t , where h t , l t , and u t are set by the tenant. Given such a specification, the system dynamically adapts the space reserved for the tenant to be the least amount of space that achieves the goal of minimum target hit rate based on the tenant's computed space utility model. Tenants provide minimum and maximum space bounds l t and u t so that they may limit their costs while ensuring minimum space allocation in case the workload changes unexpectedly, making the target hit rate too expensive (or impossible) to achieve. Under this guarantee, tenants pay for the actual space used per time unit rather than for a fixed reserved amount.
Performance gain threshold A second QoS goal allows tenants to indicate a threshold of performance gain they are willing to pay for, rather than an explicit hit rate. The system will assign available space to a tenant if each additional unit of space will increase the tenant's hit rate by inc t % (where inc t is the threshold set by the customer). Here, as well, customers can set lower and upper bounds l t and u t on their space consumption. This QoS goal is equivalent to increasing x while HR t ðxÞ ! HR t ðx À 1Þ Â ð100 þ inc t Þ% subject to l t x u t . Since the space utility curves are concave in practice [10, 11] , there is a unique maximum point x that satisfies the constraint.
Maximize hit rate for tenant groups
The final guarantee generalizes the minimum target hit rate for tenant groups to exploit heterogeneous workloads. Let T denote a group of tenants. The customer can reserve some total amount of space S T for T and pay accordingly. Our space utility profiling mechanism then automatically optimizes performance within the group by giving space to those tenants that most benefit from it. Formally, if r t denotes the average request rate of tenant t, we maximize P t2T r t Á HR t ðx t Þ subject to P t2T x t ¼ S T . Note that there is tension here between performance and isolation since the amount of cache space allocated to a tenant now depends on the behavior of the other tenants. To give an example of a tenant group, consider a company with three departments that all access SC2. Each department is given a tenant identifier T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 , and the space utility metric for each tenant is shown in Figure 1(a) . Under this guarantee, the system would dynamically allocate more space to T 1 and T 2 than T 3 because of their high benefit from the cache. These tenants could also represent the components of a composite workload, such as the database index and data entries within the same application, each of which has different cache properties. As before, minimum cache space l t for each tenant t within a group can be specified to allow tenants to have sufficient space for profiling their cache use.
Provisioning schedules
Workloads can change over time; thus, a provisioning decision that is optimal at peak hours, for instance, may actually be overprovisioned at other times. To accommodate such predictable fluctuations in workloads, customers specify their needs in a provisioning schedule. Each entry in the provisioning schedule has two parts. The first is a provisioning specification, which is one of the QoS goals Figure 1 Examples of cache space utility models and their use for determining the target cache allocation. (a) Space utility models for the workloads of three tenants T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 . The workloads of tenants T 1 and T 2 are more cacheable than that of tenant T 3 . (b) Sequence of the space allocation decisions taken at each step of the greedy algorithm when it is used to partition the space of size U between tenants T 1 and T 2 . The resulting partition will maximize the total hit rate for the portion of the cache occupied by these two tenants.
aforementioned or an explicit occupancy bound. The second is a time interval during which this QoS specification is in effect. For example, the schedule entry ðMinimum target hit rate h t ¼ 80% with l t ¼ 10 MB and u t ¼ 1 GB; fMon À Fri 00 : 00 À 23 : 59Þ means that tenant t wishes to maintain an 80% hit rate during working days so long as the cache space needed is between 10 MB and 1 GB. An entry in the provisioning schedule is defined for a single tenant, such as in the example, or a group of tenants when the goal is to maximize hit rate for that group. The syntax and semantics for time periods are similar to those used in UNIX** cron jobs, including the ability to specify recurring time periods such as certain times of certain days. The time periods within a single provisioning schedule should not overlap, and at most, one provisioning specification should apply to a tenant at any point in time.
In the ongoing work, we generalize the conditions at which rules become effective beyond time-based triggers. For example, provisioning specifications can be activated in response to certain request-rate thresholds.
Service application programming interface Users can interact with SC2 via a cache access application programming interface (API) to get and set cache keys and a management API to set provisioning schedules and retrieve cache statistics.
The cache access API provides an interface commonly used in key-value stores and memcached [4] . It includes operations to retrieve the cached object associated with a given key (get(key)), add a new key-object pair to the cache (add(key, object)), modify the value of an existing cached object (set(key, object)), and delete the object for a given key (delete(key)). In addition, each object is associated with an expiration time, and the objects that have not been accessed for at least the expiration time duration are purged from the cache. To simplify the presentation, we will assume that all objects are of a fixed size corresponding to a single unit of space. We note that this does not affect the generality because larger objects may be divided into chunks by an intermediate layer, and smaller objects may be similarly consolidated.
The management API includes methods for setting and modifying the tenant provisioning schedule, monitoring the current cache usage profile, and querying the billing information. Figure 2 shows the architecture of SC2. Cache objects are partitioned across a collection of caching servers. The partitioning and lookup mechanisms use a consistent hashing scheme, which ensures that both total and per-tenant storage loads are evenly spread across the servers [12, 13] . The current server membership and consistent hashing metadata are maintained by the tenant deployment and server presence component, which, in our prototype, is supported by ZooKeeper [14] .
Implementation overview
The centralized space utility profiler monitors the space usage of tenants and interacts with the hit stats monitor module on each server to collect the local usage statistics. The local statistics are used to approximate the global space utility model HR t for each tenant t [see Figure 1(a) ]. The space utility model is used by the partition optimizer to decide how to partition the global caching storage among tenants in order to satisfy the QoS specification and constraints imposed by the provisioning schedule. The resulting partition is passed to the provisioner, which calculates the target space occupancy for each tenant on each server and communicates this information to all servers in the system. Furthermore, the space utility model is exposed to the cloud customers, as previously detailed.
If the total available memory on the servers is not sufficient to satisfy the constraints of the provisioning schedule, the provisioner may instantiate a new cache server out of the pool of available virtualized computing resources. Later, the provisioner may decide to consolidate the cache space in fewer servers and shutdown the surplus servers. Whenever the number of servers changes, the provisioner updates the consistent hashing metadata, and it may initiate the transfer of objects between servers to accommodate the range split or merge.
The replacement policy component on each server uses the target occupancies to make allocation and replacement decisions in the local caches. Our replacement policy implementation is based on the well-known clock algorithm [15] , which was augmented with an occupancy enforcement mechanism to ensure that the tenant occupancies converge to and stay within the limits imposed by the provisioner.
Implementation highlights
We now review the design and implementation of the most interesting components in our design in more detail. These are the modified clock replacement policy for enforcing a tenant cache space partition, a per-node hit stats monitor, and a central space utility profiler to collect global statistics about the utility of cache for individual tenants and the partition optimizer and provisioner, which determine an updated tenant space allocation on each node based on the space utility profile and tenant provisioning schedule. These components are shown in blue in Figure 2 .
Predictive space utility profiling There are two challenges in computing a space utility model for tenants. First, even in retrospect, it is difficult to know what hit rate would have been achieved with a cache size different from what the tenant was allocated, unless all cache operations have been recorded. Accordingly, we will show how SC2 estimates the answer using profiling with minimal overhead. The second issue is that hit rates dynamically change as workloads shift. We assume that the past predicts the near future, and thus, let HR t ðxÞ denote the fraction of hits that tenant t has received over a specific period of time (a parameter) assuming that the cache size of t has been x, and use this rate to predict the proportion of hits that t will receive in the near future at the same cache size.
The goal of the space utility profiling mechanism in Figure 1 (a) is to automatically estimate the space utility model for each tenant. The tenant space utility models are used to drive the space allocation decisions by the partition optimizer and are exposed to the customer via the management API. Below, we first describe the methodology underlying our implementation of the space utility profiling, and then explain how it was adapted to a distributed setting.
Replacement policy and profiling methodology
It is well known that the space utility curve can be extracted from the LRU replacement policy [16] . The LRU stack for a cache of size C 1 is the prefix of the LRU stack for any cache size C 2 ! C 1 . Hence, in order to obtain the hit rate for all cache sizes between 1 and C, it is sufficient to maintain the histogram of hits for each stack distance (i.e., the distance from the head of the LRU stack) that has been observed in the run. The space utility model is then the cumulative distribution function of this stack distance hit histogram. Unfortunately, there is a subtle issue here that precludes an efficient implementation. LRU is typically implemented using linked lists for efficient reordering on each access, but this means that, determining the exact stack distance of an entry requires traversal or enumeration of the list on every hit. More sophisticated schemes for estimating stack distances in LRU that trade off efficiency and accuracy have been recently proposed [17] .
Figure 2
Abstraction of the SC2 system architecture. Cache requests arrive at a request router, which forwards them to the appropriate cache server to access, update, or remove an element from the cache. If the local space manager is unable to allocate (BAlloc[ in the figure) space for a new object, the replacement policy will evict an element from some tenant such that the memory partition corresponds to the desired tenant space allocation, and then try again. Cache hits and misses for each tenant are recorded by the hit stats monitor, and they are periodically submitted to a global space utility profiler, which derives a space utility model (e.g., in the form of curve plots) of the aggregate cache space of tenant. The tenant is given access to these curves, as well as billing information corresponding to network and memory use, to help define a provisioning schedule of cache use. The partition optimizer uses the provisioning schedule and space utility models to create a target space partition for tenants, which, in turn, is divided for the cache servers by the provisioner. Finally, the provisioner and the tenant deployment and server presence monitor manage the cache servers, monitoring them and restarting or adding new VMs as needed, and notifying the request router on routes changes.
Moreover, LRU has another serious problem. On every cache hit, the entry being accessed must be moved to the top of the stack, which is an expensive operation in multithreaded environments and causes contention on the list head as hits are serialized behind a single global lock [18, 19] . Many production systems such as DB2, BSD UNIX, IBM AIX*, Apache Derby, and PostgreSQL [18] [19] [20] have instead used the clock replacement algorithm [15] that has minimal overhead on cache hits. We made the same design choice in SC2.
In clock, the entries in the cache are organized into a circular array, which is traversed using a pointer called the hand. Each entry is associated with a recently used bit, which is set every time the entry is accessed (by a get or a set request). Whenever a client issues a request to add a new (key, object) pair to the cache and there is an insufficient free storage space available to accommodate the object, the entries are traversed in a clockwise fashion starting from the one currently pointed to by the hand until an entry, whose recently used bit is unset, is found. The object associated with this entry is then replaced with the new object.
Since stack distances are not explicitly available with clock, we devised the following scheme to estimate them. An entry e in the clock is called active if the recently used bit associated with e is equal to 1 and idle if it is 0. For a tenant t, let na t and ni t be the current number of the active and idle clock entries, and let n t be the current total number of entries owned by t. The intuition behind our approach is that a hit on an active entry in our clock is as if an entry at stack distance between 1 and na t in the corresponding LRU stack was hit since those are the most recently used entries [21] . However, we do not know which stack distance exactly was hit; hence, we place equal probability 1=na t at each intermediate stack distance. Similarly, an access to an idle entry would correspond to a hit to an entry of stack distance between na t þ 1 and n t in the LRU stack. We then add the probabilities on each stack distance to create an expected stack distance histogram.
More formally, the stack distance hit histogram is derived from two arrays called active and idle, where active t ½k accumulates the number of hits that have occurred at stack distances between 1 and k, and idle t ½k counts the hits that occur at stack distances between k þ 1 and n t . Specifically, whenever an active entry owned by tenant t is accessed, we add 1=na t to the value stored in active½na t , and for an idle entry, we add 1=ni t to idle½na t þ 1. Note that other probability distributions can be easily supported. Stack distance hit histogram H t is given by the following expression:
for all cache sizes k, 1 k n t .
The space utility model HR t for tenant t is thus obtained as follows:
H t ½i; for all cache sizes k; 1 k n t :
Here, r t is the total number of cache requests that have been received by t. In order to reduce the space for storing the profiling metadata, the hit statistics (i.e., active t and idle t ), as well as model M t , are maintained at a granularity of coarse-grained allocation blocks of a configured size, and not for each individual stack distance. To ensure that the models stay current in the face of dynamic changes in the tenant workloads, the accumulated statistics are periodically aged by subjecting the values stored in r t , active t , and idle t to an exponential average, and the space utility model is recomputed.
To estimate each tenant's future demand for the caching space based on the past history, the hit statistics are also maintained for a subset of the keys associated with the objects that have been recently evicted from the cache [22] . In particular, whenever an entry is selected for eviction by the replacement policy, we only evict the associated object while retaining the metadata for the entry itself and the object key. The number of additional objectless, i.e., Bghost,[ entries being maintained for each tenant is specified as a fraction of the tenant's current occupancy and was set to 10% in our experiments. The target ghost occupancies are enforced through the same clock-based mechanism as the one described above.
We note that the quality of the space utility estimate and replacement decisions relies on a reasonable rate of accesses relative to the cache size. However, some users such as Facebook report to effectively use their caching tier as long-term memory storage with a very large hit rate. Our approach would need to be modified to support such scenarios in which the rate of evictions is too low for clock to toggle the recently used bits and deliver insightful estimates of valuable entries in the cache. An extension we are investigating involves introducing a background thread to age clock entries after a certain interval.
Distributed implementation
We now briefly describe how the above techniques are adapted to a distributed setting. For brevity, we only present the basic technique and omit details on handling failures, message delays, and loss.
The hit statistics collection is orchestrated by the space utility profiler and proceeds in rounds. The rounds are periodically initiated (with a long period) by the space utility profiler by broadcasting a unique round number to all of the caching servers. The hit stats monitor module on node i responds by periodically (with a short period) reporting for each tenant t the number of active entries na t;i and the number of hits ha t;i that have occurred on those active entries since the previous report and, similarly, ni t;i and hi t;i for idle entries. Since the number of active and idle entries may vary between reports, the server communicates the weighted average . . . ; J , which server i recorded in the last period. The same is done for idle entries. The balance between the accuracy of the resulting cache utility model and the overhead due to the traffic reports is thus controlled by the report frequency. Each statistics report message is tagged with a pair ðrn; snÞ, where rn is the current round number, and sn is the serial report number within round rn. Given a collection of statistics reports fðna t;1 ; ni t;1 ; ha t;1 ; hi t;1 Þ; . . . ; ðna t;N ; ni t;N ; ha t;N ; hi t;N Þg for tenant t tagged with the same ðrn; snÞ, the space utility profiler updates the active t and idle t arrays in the following fashion.
Let active t ½k ¼ active t ½k þ P N i¼1 ha t;i =k for k ¼ P N i¼1 na t;i , and let idle t ½k ¼ idle t ½k þ P N i¼1 hi t;i =k for k ¼ P N i¼1 ni t;i , as long as 1 k n t . The active and idle arrays are periodically aged using exponential averaging, and the space utility model for each tenant is regenerated as explained above.
Partition optimizer
The partition optimizer is responsible for deciding how to partition the total available caching space among the tenants based on the constraints imposed by the provisioning schedule and the tenants' space utility models HR t . Partitioning is performed differently depending on the provisioning specification in the provisioning schedule. The output set of allocation constraints is passed on to the provisioner. Note that explicit occupancy limits do not require any special treatment as they are simply merged into the set of the output allocation constraints.
Minimum target hit rate h t using at most u t space If there exists s such that HR t ½s ¼ h t , set the minimum occupancy limit l t for t to minðs; u t Þ. Otherwise, set l t ¼ u t . Add the range ½l t ; u t to the set of the output allocation constraints.
Performance gain threshold inc t % using at most u t space We increase the space allocation s t to tenant t as long as the relative improvement in the hit rate of t is at least inc t %. More formally, if there exists a Á such that HR t ½s t þ Á=HR t ½s t ! 1 þ inc t =100, set the minimum occupancy limit of t ðl t Þ to minðs t þ Á; u t Þ for the highest such Á. Otherwise, set l t ¼ s t . Add l t to the set of the output allocation constraints.
Maximize hit rate for a tenant group T using at most U T space in total We calculate the minimum occupancy limit l t for each tenant t 2 T using the following greedy partitioning algorithm similar to [10, 23] [see Figure 1 (b)]:
Find tenant t that maximizes r t ðHR t ½l t þ 1 À HR t ½l t Þ; Set l t ¼ l t þ 1; done Add U T and l t for each tenant t to the set of the output allocation constraints. This algorithm produces a partition with maximum total utility when utility curves HR t are concave, as is generally true in practice [10, 11] .
Occupancy enforcement in clock
The provisioner refines the cache space partition computed by the partition optimizer to produce tenant occupancy constraints for each cache server (see Figure 2) . In order to satisfy these occupancy constraints on the cache server, we augmented the basic clock replacement mechanism as follows. First, to conserve space and simplify concurrency control, all cache entries are maintained within a single circular array and traversed by the same hand pointer irrespective of what tenant owns them. Next, whenever tenant t wishes to add a new object obj to the cache, we first check if there is sufficient available free space to accommodate obj and if growing the allocation of t complies with the current occupancy limits. If so, we instruct the local space manager to allocate storage for obj, and the corresponding entry is added to the clock (with the recently used bit set to 1). Otherwise, the array is traversed as in the basic clock replacement scheme until we find an entry e owned by tenant t 0 such that both of the following conditions are satisfied: 1) the recently used bit of e is 0, and 2) transferring one object from tenant t 0 to t results in an allocation that is not worse than the current one relative to the current occupancy limits. The object associated with entry e is then replaced with obj.
More formally, consider the case when the tenant allocation constraints for each tenant t are specified as ranges ½l t ; u t of lower and upper occupancy bounds. Then, an object owned by tenant t 0 will be replaced with an object owned by t if their current occupancies s t and s t 0 satisfy either one of the following two conditions: 1) s t G u t and s t 0 9 l t 0 , or 2) s t ! l t and t ¼ t 0 . Intuition suggests making progress toward satisfying the boundary conditions for all tenants, and when they are satisfied, trying to evict the first possible entry encountered without violating the conditions.
Evaluation
We now turn our attention to assessing the effectiveness of our prototype implementation of SC2. Many of the features in SC2 are either qualitative (such as provisioning schedules) or well known in the literature (such as the space manager). Accordingly, the focus of our evaluation will be on the novel attributes in SC2 that distinguish it from other systems and can be meaningfully measured. In particular, we will experiment with the profiling, partitioning, and replacement mechanisms in SC2, as shown in blue in Figure 2 . The high-level question we intend to answer with our experiments is BHow effective is the SC2 space allocation mechanism?[ For the sake of brevity, we focus on the most challenging scenario we can undertake to address this question, which is to dynamically maximize the total hit rate for a group of tenants in the system.
Workloads
Appropriate input is the key to an insightful experimental evaluation of a system. In our case, the input workload is a series of get, add, set, and delete operations on object keys and the identifier of the tenant that issued the request. Because we are not aware of publically available request traces to multitenant caches, we carefully crafted synthetic workloads to give a controlled evaluation of our algorithms. For simplicity, we focus on a cache, which cannot fit all objects in memory, and issue only get and set operations. We defined the ratio of gets to sets to be 4 to 1.
Our workload generator is able to synthesize a workload for a multitenant cache that simultaneously produces the target object access frequency distribution and the target temporal locality distribution. Here, temporal locality defines the number of distinct requests that were made between accesses to the same (nonspecific) cache object, and it is analogous to the LRU stack distance described earlier.
Note that these distributions are not independent from one another; for instance, the requests to an item with high access frequency tend to be temporally close, which makes the ability to control both distributions at the same time both nontrivial and useful.
A simple scenario to test our partitioning mechanism is to compare the space allocated to tenants that are polluting the cache with entries that will not be reused to the entries of tenants that indeed benefit from adequate cache space. We define a cacheable tenant as one who frequently accesses recently accessed objects. More specifically, given that the tenant has 500 distinct objects, we define the temporal locality distribution to select items with an LRU stack distance of less than 250 with at least 99% probability. In contrast, a noncacheable tenant accesses a large number of objects (we set this arbitrarily to 5,750 in our experiment) and tends to choose old items; for example, if the memory cache is used to store each result during the scan of a database table. In our workload, the noncacheable tenant will not request an item again unless it has observed over 4,000 distinct ones (again with 999% probability). For both types of tenants, we use the uniform random distribution to choose among equivalent items and to define the object access frequency distribution.
Experimental results
The core of the cache server implementation in our Java** prototype of SC2 is based on a multithreaded clock code from the Apache Derby database implementation [24] , augmented with support for multiple tenants such as space partitioning, profiling, occupancy enforcement, and so forth. In our experiments, we will use the original clock without any multitenancy support as the baseline for comparison.
For our experiment, we subject an SC2 node to a workload consisting of requests from three cacheable tenants and two noncacheable ones, and we plot the tenant space allocation over time at every 20 requests. Every tenant issues requests at an equal rate, and all objects are of equal size. The cache can hold 1,800 objects, which means that the three cacheable tenants could easily fit each of their 500 objects in the cache memory if the space were manually partitioned. However, the partitioning mechanism is dynamic and adaptive, and it should automatically give less space to noncacheable tenants. We run the partition optimizer every 1,250 requests and set the ghost lists to only 10% of the entire clock or 36 entries per tenant.
In the experimental results in Figure 3 , it is shown that the Btenant-oblivious[ clock allocates more space to noncacheable tenants (1 and 2) than the cacheable ones (1, 2, and 3). In other words, the replacement policy is performing even worse than what intuition might suggest, which is that, since all tenants issue requests at the same rate, they should be given an equal share of cache space. The Figure 3 Experiment showing a Btenant-oblivious[ clock replacement policy allocating space to three cacheable tenants and two noncacheable tenants using a synthetic trace of 150,000 requests. The cache can fit at most 1,800 objects, and the cacheable tenants access at most 500 objects. The noncacheable tenants finally receive a higher portion of the cache because they evict other cache entries more aggressively than the cacheable ones. explanation is that the noncacheable tenants are requesting items that are not in the cache, thus producing many evictions from the cache and increasing space use for that tenant. The rate of the evictions by noncacheable tenants exceeds that of the cacheable tenants, which tend to request entries that are already cached, and this translates to relatively less cache space being allocated to cacheable tenants.
If we now look at the results for SC2 in Figure 4 , we see that tenant space partition converges to become nearly optimal. The cacheable tenants are each allocated around 500 objects, which is sufficient for them to store their entire set of keys, and the noncacheable tenants share the remaining space. The speed of convergence is directly related to the number of requests needed to reach the new target size for the tenant and the ghost list size. The intervals between the jumps in the graph show the partition optimizer at work, and the jump size is at most the size of the ghost list.
The hit rate in SC2 for all tenants combined for the duration of the trace was 65%, whereas for the tenant-oblivious cache, it was 44%. Overall, SC2 allocates space to those tenants that most benefit from the space, and after partitioning converged, the hit rate for cacheable tenants is 100%.
Related work
Memory caches are gaining acceptance within industry clouds [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 25] . This development parallels the so-called NoSQL trend in the database community, which rejects the traditional relational model in favor of key-value stores, and sacrifices strong consistency for horizontal scalability [20, 26] . Currently, key-value stores are becoming the quintessential scalable cloud databases. The unique contribution of SC2 in this area involves that multitenancy aspects such as sharing and service quality of such data stores, which have not been previously explored in detail in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
The variants of the cache partitioning problem that we discussed arise in various other contexts such as hardware caches [21] , web caches [11] , storage caches [27] [28] [29] [30] , and in database cache management [20, 31] . These papers are focused on fair service differentiation and QoS goals [11, 20, 28] , maximizing the total cache hit rate [21, 31] , or a combination of the two as in SC2 [27, 29] . Ko et al. [28] and Storm et al. [20] discuss control theoretic approaches to stabilizing cache partitioning over time, which we intend to incorporate into a future version of SC2. However, none of the work considers profiling and space partitioning in the context of the clock replacement policy. The authors provide only basic schemes for profiling and ignore distributed profiling, and the algorithms are unable to estimate (without significant modifications) the stack distances at various cache sizes as exposed by the space utility model of SC2.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new cloud-based caching service called SC2, and we have addressed various challenges associated with its design and implementation. SC2 supports a simple service model allowing the users to express their requirements as a combination of quality-of-service guarantees and explicit occupancy bounds. The system exposes a readily understood billing model allowing the users to dynamically gauge the costs and benefits of their current space usage and adjust the expenditures accordingly. Our prototype implementation of SC2 introduces new techniques for efficient profiling and partitioning of the cache space among multiple service tenants and validates their effectiveness through an experimental study. Our ongoing work is focusing on extending our current prototype into a fully fledged cloud service, which, among other things, includes supporting high availability, replication, and using solid-state drives for secondary storage. Experiment showing the sequence of space allocations made by SC2 to three cacheable tenants and two noncacheable tenants in a synthetic trace of 150,000 requests. The cache can fit at most 1,800 objects, and the partition optimizer is run every 1,250 requests. The cacheable tenants request at most 500 different objects; thus, the space allocation in the graph converges to an optimal one (100% hit rate for the cacheable tenants).
